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Figure 0. Top left: simulating a “paper” tearing effect, with higher spring force constant and weight, less threshold                  
value for fracture than bottom left; The two images on top right and bottom right are another comparison of tearing at                     
different location of the cloth. 
  



 
Abstract 
The topic of cloth tearing in real time is         
rarely explored, yet it has so many       
applications in different areas such as      
computer animations, videogames and    
interactive visual art. And to achieve the       
goal of interactivity this simulation task has       
to be performed with maximum efficiency      
while maintaining decent plausibility. This     
paper propose another approach to this      
problem, namely to provide users an      
interactive experience of tearing cloth or      
cloth-like materials that is pleasing and fun.  

This task is not simple due to its        
requirement of constantly updating cloth     
data structures while preventing numerical     
instability. Despite not being exactly     
physical accurate, the main goal here is to        
rather allowing users to have feedbacks      
interactively. The technique is implemented     
in OpenGL, and the results obtained are       
pleasing and plausible. 
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1. Introduction 
The cloth tearing simulation task is not trivial        
due to its requirement of constant and       
dynamic updates of cloth representations     
and its data structures. And to achieve the        
goal of interactivity this task has to be        
performed with maximum efficiency while     
maintaining decent plausibility.  

In order to achieve interactivity and      
make sure the experience of tearing is       
pleasing and fun, the visual feedbacks can’t       
have any sort of lag otherwise would detach        
users from their actions. And the system       
have to be robust in handling drastical       
actions both in speed and scope. Therefore       
while maintaining decent accuracy in cloth      

simulation, dealing with aggressive user     
actions is also another main challenge. 

On top of that, having different      
physical configurations for different    
materials of cloth (from paper to silk,       
materials that are possible to visualize with       
cloth simulation) is also important to provide       
users the realistic experience. A couple      
parameters are set up more specifically      
define each materials. 

This paper also discusses the idea      
for data structures and algorithm involved in       
this approach. Although this technique and      
its implementation are unique, the idea      
behind it is not original, the model for cloth         
system is brought up by Provot [1], the        
solution for numerical instability is     
introduced by Baraff and Witkin [2]. And       
please refer to the following section for       
more related works. 

 
2. Related Works 
The methods for cloth simulation has been       
discussed and improved for many years.      
There are many techniques that simulate      
cloth and focused on different challenging      
aspects of it. 

The Mass-Spring system brought up     
by Provot [1] is probably the most common        
methods in representing a cloth object, this       
system is also the one this paper use for         
implementation. Also Baraff and Witkin [2]      
introduces a cloth simulation system that      
uses an implicit integration method to      
enforce constraints on each cloth particles,      
therefore ensure the stability and prevent      
numerical errors. 

Although the topic of cloth tearing      
isn’t discussed often, Souza et al. [3]       
introduces their unique technique in solving      
non-manifold problem during the tearing     
process for vertex splitting. 



Last but not least, although its      
method of implementation is not used in this        
paper due to the fact it’s hard to achieve in          
real time, Tobias et al. [4] explores a variety         
of materials in the form of thin sheets that         
can inherit the attributes of a cloth       
simulation, and attempt to obtain effects of       
them tearing and cracking. The resulting      
fracture behaviors using their method of      
adaptive remeshing are both accurate and      
plausible. 

 
3. Data Structure 
For cloth simulation, it has to deal with both         
rendering and simulation process. It’s easy      
to choose a representation for the rendering       
process because ultimately it has to be       
converted into a triangle mesh in order be        
processed. Therefore since it’s implemented     
in OpenGL as well, triangle mesh was       
chosen to be the cloth representation for       
rendering process. 

On the other hand for the simulation       
process, usually for Provot [1]’s     
Mass-Spring system, an array of arrays of       
cloth particles would be enough to store the        
cloth data we need to process the physical        
simulation. However in the case of tearing,       
since new particles are created during the       
tearing process, an array of arrays data       
structure is not suitable anymore to hold the        
new data. The new data structure would       
meet several requirements: 

● It’s compatible with Mass-Spring    
model in calculating structural, shear     
and bend force, as well as dealing       
with provot correction step. 

● It must be efficient to traverse      
through all the adjacency data of any       
given edge or vertex in order to       
perform vertex split process (see     
section 6). 

● It must be efficient to iterate through       
the data structure to access all the       
edges and triangles for dynamic     
update and check for edge length. 

Based on these requirements, although     
some modifications are needed, it seems      
the half-edge data structure is very suitable       
in this case. 
 
3.1 Modified Half-Edge 
The half edge data structure represents the       
mesh with “half edge” as its basic elements.        
Each “half edge” is an edge but has a         
direction, and it stores information of its start        
and end vertex, as well as the next edge it’s          
connecting to, and the opposite edge which       
share the same vertices but is opposite in        
direction. It also stores information of the       
triangle this half edge and two of its “next”         
edges enclose. 

During the actual implementation,    
hash tables were also used to achieve       
faster lookups and the ability to access to        
arbitrary edge given its two vertices. Also to        
optimize the iterative process for spring      
force calculations. 

By using half edge data, it’s easy to        
gain access to all the adjacency data given        
any vertex. Thereafter, it’s easier to modify       
existing data structure to correspond to the       
newly created vertex due to vertex split, and        
have all the adjacency data correctly      
connected to it. 

Refer to Alumbaugh et al. [5] for       
more information on half edge data      
structure and its applications. 

Nonetheless, modifications are   
needed according to Souza et al. [3] to        
resolve the non manifold issue where two       
triangles are sharing one vertex but do not        
share any edges. The shared vertex in this        
case is still valid to split causing the two         
faces to be torn apart, but within the existing         



half edge data structure, there is no way to         
traverse through this vertex to update its       
adjacency data. (See Figure 1.) 
 

Figure 1. It’s impossible to traverse through the the         
vertex colored red to get its adjacency data, due to its           
connecting edge having NULL “opposite” pair of edge. 
 
Souza et al [3] introduces the idea of “ghost         
pair” in replace the position of “opposite”       
pair when it’s NULL due to tearing process.        
Ghost pair is default to none and during the         
split process when an edge is about to lose         
its opposite pair, before that data is erased,        
store its opposite pair as ghost pair. And        
then this ghost pair data is only used to         
traverse through non manifold situations like      
described in Figure 1. Namely during the       
iterative process, an extra check for ghost       
pair is needed if the opposite pair is NULL.         
The limitation of this idea is that it does not          
work on cloth objects that are originally not        
2-manifold. 
 
4. Physical Configurations 
Before going into the actual process of cloth        
tearing, it’s important to represent different      
types of cloth in more specific way to gain         
more suitable feedbacks. More often when      
we discuss the different attributes for      

different types of cloth, diffusion is the major        
focus. In this case of tearing however, the        
difference is embedded in each cloth      
particle; it’s essential that the difference in       
mass distribution, particle bond strength,     
and threshold value for fracture (how much       
it’s stretched before it’s torn apart) is taken        
into account and have special parameters      
setup to represent these characteristics     
more specifically.  

For example, a “paper” material     
would have more mass for each particle,       
less threshold value for fracture, and strong       
structural and shear force, and relatively      
less strong bend force. Whereas a “silk”       
material would be much lighter in mass, and        
a “rubber” material would have much higher       
threshold value for fracture. 

These parameters are key to the      
simulation to have direct feedbacks to users       
of what type of material this is. 
 
5. Tearing Process 
After a cloth representation is ready to be        
simulated, the actual tearing process starts      
with an iteration of all the edges. By using         
the data structure discussed in section 3,       
this process is rather efficient, and by       
checking if the length of any of these edges         
exceed specific threshold value for fracture      
(discussed in section 4), put any edges that        
exceed this value into a set. And check if         
any of these edges have a vertex V that is          
part of another edge which has a ghost pair,         
in another word, if that edge is along the         
“seam” that’s already torn apart. If so,       
prioritize performing the vertex split (see      
section 6) process on that vertex V. 

However the prioritizing vertex part     
of process is optional, one alternative is just        
to pick a random edge that exceed the        
threshold value, this way it also yields       
plausible visual results. By prioritizing vertex      



along the tearing seam, results are more       
constrained and less interesting the same      
time. (See Figure 2) 
 

Figure 2. The one on the left is without vertex          
prioritizing, the one on the right is with it, small visual           
difference, and sometime it’s possible to achieve the        
result on the right without vertex prioritizing as well if          
carefully executed. 
 
6. Vertex Split 
This section contains the process of actual       
tearing a vertex apart into two. As discussed  

Figure 3. A simple cloth mesh that performed two         
Vertex Splits already 
 
in section 5, when an edge is exceeding its         
threshold value for fracture, in assumption      
of the vertex prioritization method is not       
used, pick the end vertex A that has the         
bigger mass, and split the triangles      
surrounding vertex A into two sets by a        
plane formed with vertex A and normal       
equals to the vertex of this edge B - A. And           
then split the particle vertex A represents       

into two smaller particles that each has half        
of its original mass. Thereafter since mass       
is halved, the force apply on this particle is         
the same, therefore the resulting     
acceleration is instantly doubled by that      
frame, and the physical simulation would      
separate the two particles in the next frame.        
This process is heavily based on what’s       
mentioned in Souza et al. [3]  
 
7. Results 
Although the large time step issue is still not         
fully solved due to time constraint. The       
overall performance and visual feedback is      
plausible and provides a fun and pleasing       
experience. Some of the results are shown       
in the video file attached. It’s noticed that        
the performance is heavily influenced by the       
resolution of the cloth, meaning more edges       
it has, slower the simulation is. Just as a         
rough example, Figure 2 is obtained under       
the resolution 20 x 20, and higher resolution        
example is attempted and has decent      
framerate but noticeable lag during tearing      
process. Numerical instability is also     
another effector of overall performance, and      
higher resolution would much more likely to       
trigger numerical errors as well.     
Nonetheless, some plausible results as     
shown in the Figure 0, tearing from different        
locations of the cloth results in different       
visual feedbacks. 
 
8. Conclusions 
Although it’s not exactly physically accurate,      
this paper propose another approach to      
interactively simulate the tearing effect of      
cloth. The main goal of this paper is to         
achieve plausible visual feedback of a cloth       
tearing experience that is pleasing and fun       
for the users. Some of the ideas of this         
approach is heavily influenced by other      
authors like Souza et al. [3] and Provot [1],         



nonetheless it first takes into account the       
physical configurations of the cloth and its       
role in tearing process. Also this paper       
explores the option for different tearing      
algorithm and its different results. Future      
work is also needed to bring performance       
up a major step to simulate much more        
sophisticated cloth model and also trying      
solve the numerical instability issue and      
lower its probability of happening despite      
the difference of testing environments. 
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